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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Yesika Florez Vente has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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actriz porno
A pornographic actor or a pornographic actress, popularly known as Pornstar or Pornstar, pornstar, respectively, are
professionals who work acting in pornography-themed films.  Pornography [/]

erguido
Upright is the person who has the right body position. Person who walk steps looking towards to the front and not walk
looking down.

noticismo
The noticismo is an esoteric and heretical religious doctrine that developed during the first centuries of Christianity and
who promised his followers get a secret, mysterious and intuitive knowledge of divine things that would lead them to
salvation.

sonar con agua
Sonar with water is incorrectly written and it should be written as dream water being its meaning:<br>Dream of clean
water, it is the symbol of new life, strength and renewal.  If you dream that you are swimming in clean water means
complete peace of mind and that you're a good person.  If you dream of with a manageable amount of clean water
means fertility and renewal.

sur 13
The southern end was adopted by many gang members Street latinas that are located across Southern California.  They
are gangs in certain modes are easy to identify, due to estaatienen a number 13 at the end of his name, in this case. 
South 13

todista
The term todista is applied to the company or professional that covers, or want to cover many areas and does not know
nor specializes in any of these areas


